California State University, Northridge (CSUN) offers a unique, 10-course, online professional-development certificate program, specifically designed to teach the technical skills necessary for career advancement in the field of digital production for film and television.

Whether a seasoned professional or someone aspiring to enter this fast-growing field, participants will gain a solid understanding of subjects that are critical for success in this rapidly expanding industry.

Areas of study:

» Data and color management
» Computer-scripting techniques
» Workflow design and management
» Monitor setup
» Visual effects
» Business management concepts for success in the post-production industry
Program highlights:

» This accelerated 10-course online professional-certificate program provides participants with expertise in color science, conform and finish, color correction, compositing and visual effects, and workflow management.

» The instructors are current experts who work as post workflow specialists, software and systems developers, color scientists, visual effects artists and supervisors, finishing editors, and colorists on feature films and television programs, as well as in supervisory and management capacities in high-end post production companies.

» This program provides participants with unique networking opportunities to help in their career advancement. Participants not only interact with people in the film and TV industries but also have an opportunity to demonstrate their technical skills in action to potential employers.

» Graduates will have both the necessary technical skills and the knowledge of the business of the post-production industry, preparing them to understand financial workflow, pricing structures, client types and facility features they will encounter in the field.

Courses Include:

» Film and TV Engineering
» Film and Television Computer Science
» Motion Picture Color Science
» Systems Support 1 – On Set and Near Set
» Systems Support 2 – Post Production
» Workflow – Production Through Post
» Post Production Conform and Finish
» Color Correction
» Basic Compositing and Visual Effects
» The Business of Production/Post Production
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